
COMMITMENT (individual customer) 
 

Full name: ___________________________________________________ Date of birth: _________________________     Gender: Male  Female  

Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Email: ______________________________________________________ Phone number: ________________________________________________ 

 Professional player (acrobatics, climbers or people with regular 
exercising and knowledge of acrobatics, trampoline jumping or 
climbing) 

 Non-professional players 
 

 
For using entertainment service of Jump Arena center (“Jump Arena”), the customers hereby commit that: 
1. Customers have full capacity for civil acts, awareness, alertness, health, and volunteer to participate in entertainment activities at the center 

and sign this Commitment. 
2. Customers have read, understood, accepted, and committed to comply with the “Trampoline Court Rules” and other regulations publicly posted 

at the center and stated in this Commitment. 
3. Customers commit to accept and comply with the regulations as follows: 

a. Do not participate in any activities, games or trampoline when being affected by drugs, stimulants, or alcoholic beverages. 
b. Do not bring weapons such as guns, knives... or sharp, pointed, potentially dangerous objects into the center. 
c. Use the trampoline, climbing safety equipment, and other provided equipment correctly according to the instructions. 
d. Do not participate in any activities or trampoline games if you have any pre-existing medical conditions, problems with the circulatory 

system, heart, lung, back, neck, if you have just had surgery, high blood pressure, had a spinal injury, skeletal muscle injury, head injury, or if 
you are pregnant. 

e. Wear sports clothes or clothes that are comfortable, easy to move, and absorb sweat. Avoid clothing that impedes movement or heavy 
accessories (e.g. metal bracelets, large earrings, chain necklaces, etc.). 

f. Avoid colliding with other players while participating in the games. 
g. Comply with the safety regulations about age (over 3 years old and under 60 years old), and weight (no more than 150kg) when 

participating in games. 
h. Do not use trampolines when there are too many people and avoid jumping on the same trampoline with another player. 
i. Do not perform any dangerous acrobatic movements without prior guidance on acrobatic techniques from staff. 
j. Do not climb or hang yourself on the inclined mattress. 
k. Do not land on the surface floor or on the edge of the trampoline. 
l. Do not throw balls or objects at other people. 
m. Do not sit or lie on the trampolines. 
n. Only participate in activities, games and perform movements within your limited ability. Always comply with the safety regulations of the 

center. 
o. Professional players must exercise extreme caution when performing movements that require high technique or involve potential danger. 

They are fully responsible for any risks and accidents that may occur due to arbitrary execution of these movements or failure to comply 
with the safety regulations of the center. 

p. Non-professional players must absolutely refrain from imitating or attempting to perform movements that require high technique or 
involve potential danger like those of professional players.  

4. In case the customer brings along children, minors, person with limited civil act capacity, loss of civil act capacity or difficulties in cognition and 
behavior control (collectively referred to as “companions”): 
a. Children are advised to participate in games when they reach the minimum age of 3 years old to ensure safety. 
b. For children under 6 years old, customers commit that they are the parent or legal guardian of the children in accordance with the laws. 
c. If a customer's companion is a child who is fully 6 years old or older, the customer must ensure that they have obtained consent from the 

parent or legal guardian of the child. 
d. Customers are responsible for picking up, looking after, and taking care of their companions during and after playing time at the center. In 

any case, Jump Arena is not responsible for taking care of the customers’ companions after playing time end. 
5. Customers commit that all information and content provided by them in this Commitment is true, and they would take full responsibility for any 

consequences that may arise if the information provided is not true. 
6. In any case, Jump Arena acknowledges that the commitment made by the Customer who signed this Commitment is true, and Jump Arena has 

no obligation to verify the content of the commitment. 
7. Jump Arena is entitled to require players to leave the center if they fail to comply with the regulations of Jump Arena or if they cause nuisance or 

danger to other players, staff, and visitors. 
8. Customers are fully aware of all the risks and accidents that may occur when participating in games, including but not limited to physical and 

psychological injuries, personal injuries, loss, or damage to properties. In case any risks or accidents occur through no fault of Jump Arena, the 
customers commit to waive all relevant responsibilities for Jump Arena and waive all rights to complain, sue, denounce, or take any harmful actions 
against Jump Arena in relation to or arising from the customers' use of entertainment services at Jump Arena. 

9. This Commitment is also applicable to Customers’ companions, and accordingly, Customers’ companions are obligated to comply with this 
Commitment. 

By signing this Commitment, customers agree to all the content of this Commitment and the regulations and policies of Jump Arena, including allowing 
Jump Arena to use and process customers' information for the purpose of introducing, communication, or performing promotion programs, 
accumulating points, or other customer activities and programs (such as delivery, payment gateway, etc.). Jump Arena will be responsible for 
maintaining the confidentiality of customer information and will not illegally transfer, buy, or sell personal data of customers as stipulated by the 
applicable laws. 
 
 Customer  
 Parent 
 Legal guardian 
 Person with parent/legal guardian’s consent 

Customer 
Sign: _____________________________ 
Full name: _____________________________ 
Signing date: _____________________________ 

 
The list of Customers’ companions: 

No Full name Date of birth Gender 

1    Male  Female  

2    Male  Female  

3    Male  Female  

4    Male  Female  

 


